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/6n, of the most profound and well documented developments, since World
\

We II has bean the growth of multinational corporations\es global business

tilterprises 4evote4 to rhe produo,tion and distribution of their products on

:a world, scale. The expansion and operation of multinational corporations how- .

ever Ves and le only possible in the context of an international system of

communicatio devoted to peir needs. As Warren J. Keegan points out in his

study of in ernational marketing "...multinational corporations could noi

exist la their present form without an extensive transportation and telecom-

munications network. The improvement and expansion of the technological

capabilities-will allow even further extension and growth of multinational

enterprises." (14, pg. $48)

Howmver these-global enterprises not only must create world syetems de-

voted to their pformational or production neel'efbut they must likewise

create world symtemp devoted to the marketing of their products. Multinatkonal

advertising and multinational advertising agencies represent a dew form of

communication system that is as important to multinational corporations as
4.

the computer and the satellite.. Yet advertising.is Itstinct from other forma

of communication necessary to multinationgl corporations in that it is a form

of mass commUnication which measures its success by the'extent to which it

can change the consumption patterns of large numbers of people. Its channels

are the mass mi;dia and 'its effecta go far beyond its function of sales progo-

ttion. :finis paper will eXamine the recent growth of multinetienal edvertising

agencies in an attempt to defill some of the .cheracteristics of their expan-

eion More important however, as advertising has often 'been cited aa one of

the major factors in the American dominance of mass communicatiOns in the

developing world, this paper will further examine the growth and some of the
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charaoteristics and consequences of multinational advertising agencies'in an

. important region clf the developing world, Latin America.

While American advertising agencies bed set up offices in other countries

as early.as 1899, previous to 1960 overseas advertising agIncy activity was

characterised by a slop rate of expaneion limited to a small number of American-
'.

based multinational agencies. The decade of the 1960's, however, witnessed

phenomenal_growth in the overseas advertising business. A study of fifteen

large American mu1tination61 aRencies'(35) showedi that ir; the forty-five year

period 1915-1959 these agencies, opened or acquired a total of fifty overseas

branch offices. In the following twelve year period 1960-1971 a total of two

hundred and ten overseas branch offices were opened or acquired, a four-fold

increase in the number of foreign offices. According to,one estimate (20,
A

pg. 56), in 1960 Amertlaan multinational agencies had billings outside the

United States and Cenada of 080 million. By 1970 multinational agency billings

outside the United sfates totaled $144 billion and Comprised 18% of the toial

billings of American advertising agencies (MI bplion).1 By 1977 foreign

billings had increased to $5.8 billion, comprising 30% of American agency-

total billings ($19.4 billion). Gross income from overseas advertising busi-

ness totaled $755.8 million, comprising 26% of the total gross income

($2.9 billion) for ill agencies 1( 1977. Among the ten largest American

agencies, foreign billings in that year Accounted for 49% ($4.2 billion) of
i

4

their combined total billings ($8.5 billion) and foreign gross income accounted .

for 50% ($627.1 millinn) of the combined gross income ($1.3 billion) of these

ten,agencies. Thus today, particularly for ehe larger multinatAonal agencies,

the foreign-advertising is as important, if not more important as the domestic.

, The major mptive behind the international qxpansion of American agencies

was the need to service corporate clients who themselves were expanding

is

3
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overseas.. Two of the largest U.S. agencies, 3. Walter Thompeonland McCann-

Erickson had large overseas networks an early as the 1920's with offices in

Europe, India and Latin America. Their foreign operations were mainly oriented

to providtng advertiaing service to their respective cliente_General Motors and

Esso, both early examples of multinational corporations. However up until the

1960's an agency's decision to expand overseas was motivated largely by what

could be called defensive reasons. When a domestic client etarted to expand

overseas, the agency was faced with the alternatives of either allowing a

local agency overseas,to handle the account (an option both the agency and

Client usually found unaccetptable), allowing an'American agency that already

had an international network to handle the account, or opening or acquiring an

overseas branch._ Initially when multinational clients were the exception

4
rather than the rule, the second alternative.was the most common practiCe; but

with the increasing of the Overseas market to thovclient, allowing

tanother agency to handle a client's international business became a risk... A

good examile of the dangers involved was illustrated when the D'Arcy agency

which'hand/V the advertising for Coca-Cola was unable to provide advertising

Service to Coca-Cola's oversefai branches. The client turned to the McCann-

Erickson agency to handle tftinternational Busineas. However it was not long

before Coc,a-Cola dropped D'Arcy altogether, giving McCann-Erickson both its

international and domestic advertising account (29).

-While defenstOe motivations Characterized multinational agency expansion

before 1960, the vast growth of multinational agencies during the 1960's was

characterised more by offensive motivations (35). By the early 1960's the,

vast post-war growth in domestic advertising voliump.had begun to taper off

and while the United States remained (and will remaln into the indefinite

future) the world leader in terms of advertising dollars spent, total

4
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advertising volume would grow at approximately the same rate ad the Gross

)National Product. Thui for many agencies during the 1960'8 -the prospects and

growth rates abroad, fueled by the development of new foreign consumer markets,

2 became very floOlactive. By going overseas, not only could'agencies service

their domestic clients who themselves were going multinational, but they could

alao compete for the foreign accounts of other American-based Auitinational

firms and for the advertising accounts of local foreign firms. in addition

to the attraction of greater growth, there was also the attraction of higher

profits. Oversef4t the salaries of advertising staff in the 1960's were as

much as 702 lower than in the United States and-the demand for eophisticated '

fringe services such as market research, package design and the like were not

as great. Average agency profits during the 1960's were often twice of what

they were in the United States (29, 18). Setting up offices overseas had the

further attraction of freeing an agency from a total dependency on the level'

of performance of the American economy as a whole. During the 1970 recession

dotadstic advertising billings declined one percent whiie the foreign billings

of multinational agencies increased thirteen percent. The combined total '

domestic billings in 1970 of the ten largest multinational ageincief* decliqled

$103.4 million from the prpvious year while their combined foreign billinie

increased $272.3 million (12).

In expAnding overseas multinational agencies utilized one of four d ffer-
0

\

ent strategies: either an agency started a foreign office from scratc6 Re-

quired an exiating foreign agency, acquired or 'merged with another agen y

that already had a network of foreign branches, or acquired etther a ma ority

or minority interest in an existing foreign agency. Very large mUltin tional

agencies like J. Walter Thompson and McCann-Erickson who were well est blishe4

otrerseas before Wtirld War II traditionaily established kheir ign o fices
ir



441
from scratch, a str thategy at had the advantage of giving the hom(e ice

greater control and freedom in bringing in their awn people and creating en

agency tailored to the needs of the.home office, or, in short, allowIng the
-

agency to develop their "own type of. operation" which would give-their whdle

foreign netwOrk greater uni!ormity in quality-and expertise. The disadvantage

of this method was that it took about five years for the foreign branch office

to become profitable and full inveetment costs were usually not fully re-;

covered until after eight years (20, pg. 60). Other large agencies such as

Ted Bates which went international in the early 1960's tended to acquire

hundrdd perdent ownership in existing individual foreign agencies. The advan-
4

tage of this method was-that the Multinational agency was-in a position to

acquire an ongoing, presumablY profitable, enterprise with an already existivg

list of clients eo which the multinational agency could add their own. The

disadvantage of this strategy, however, was that the multinational agent

usually acquired a staff with local advertising perspectives, techniques and
\

habits that may not have been appropfiate to the needs of the head office. A,,f

third manner for aceUiring overseas branches was for-a large American agdncy

to either acquire or merge with an already exieting multinational egency. For

example in 1964 the American agency Ogilvy, Bensen & Mather merged With a

British agency that had offices in Europe and Canada to form Ogilvy & Mather

International. Leo Burnett, the Chicago-based agency, bought the twenty-one

foreign offices of the London Press Exchange in 1969, making it the, world's

sixth largest agerfcy. In a similar move that same year, SSC&B Inc. bought a

forty-nine percent interest in Lintas, the LondOn-based agency, that had

twenty-six,offices around the woild. Generally these three strategies for

expansion were costly, requiring a large initial investment, Jia order to

finance these types ef.large scale expansion, a number of:agencies had to go
1
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public, selling ehares of stock in order to raise the necessary capital. Among

thoe agencies that have gone public are J. Walter Thompson, Doyle Dane Bernbach,

Grey Advertising, 'Ogilvy & Mather International, Foote, gone & Bening add the

Interpublic Group of 'Companfes (the holding company of McCiann-Erickson), all

agencies with large internattbnal networks.

T1,e fourth method of acquiring a foreign office WAD to bui an interest in

an exist!ng firm, acourse of action that involved less initial investment re-

quired with the other three strategies of expansion. While partial interest

in an existing foreign agency gave the multinational agency the capability of

servicing an international client (which was often the initialreason for thi,

type of Acquisition), it-also meant a'smaller amount of control. There was.,

c.
however, a tendency once a multinational agency had partial interest to in-

crease its interest towards total ownership (35).

Along with the financial and organizational issues involved in international

multinational agencies were almio face4 with numerous problems stein-
,

T:f.ns fzorl operating in different cultural environments. One.of the major

,-,,roblzr,r facing multinational agencies was the ;Fume of the use of interne-
.

tinally stcndardizedadveriising campaigns for Products that were marketed

internationally versus developing advertising campaigns specifically for each

n;:tica:1-market (7, 8, 9, 10, 22, 23). The attraction of international stand-
'"-

cl.tazcd advertising pp multinational agencies is obvious. In utilizingft

s.1-2dar4ized'campaign, an agency would save on the-cosi of ilot having to develop

a 4ifferent campaign for each national market. Equally important, a successful
alb

ioternIttional campaign creates an international identification fpr the product,

it becones something that is "kno46 throughout the world," The very successful

"Put a Tiger in your Tank campaign for the gasolipe products of Esso is

perhpps the most notable'eXample of how a standardizea advertising campaign

co.ald create an image for a product that spanned numerous cultures. k
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The argument forelnternational standardized idvertising was based on the

assumption that cultural differences among nations were not am signifiCant as

the simiVrities and that consumers and potential-consumera throughout the

world shared the basic goals and desires to which standardizedpadvertising

could appeal. As noted in the m4d-1960's by one proponent of standardized

advertising Arthur C. Fatt, then head of Grey advertising,

4

"The key word is 'universal.' A campaign suitable for
international use must promote a product of universal
appeal. But what are universal appeals?

"Most people everywhere, 6om Argentina to ranzibar,
want a better way of life'foi themselves and for their

Theeptensity of this aspiration pries not
only with the Country but with the specific segment of
a:country.

"The desire to be beautiful is universal. Such appeals
as smottler and child,' 'freedom from pain,' 'glow Of
health,' knows no boundaries.

yin a sense the)young women in Tokyo and the Young-women
in Berlin *Fe sisters not only 'under the akin,' but on
their skin\ihd their lips and flngernails, and even in
their hairstyles. If they could, the girls of Moscow
would follow suit; and some of them.do.rTiO, pg. 61)

8

However there are numerous examples of standardized campaigns thpt failed.

V
A multinational agency passed on to this Italian branch office an advertising

campaign that centered around the splendours of ancient Rome only to find that

such an appeal evoked memories of Mudsolini and the whole campaign failed (19.

And while those in the head offices of multinational agencies tend to-be more

optimistic about standardized adverti,aing, research conducted on the use of

standardized advertising,by multinational agencies (7, 8, 23) genefally ahoy

that branch managers of multinatione agenciep, those confronted with the

actual procesia of'producing ads for specific countries, will more or less use

whatev#r they feel will work in a particular market. Much of the material

emanating from the home office is rewritten, redrawn or completely sgrapped'



and redone in order to fit the character-of the local market. However this

aheuld not suggest that meltinational advertising is produced in such a manner

that it perfectly comp4ments dr reflects the culture of the society in which

it is mile& While most of the bYanch managers do not support the concept of

standardized advertising in its extreme form, the.great majority do feel that

,Pbasio appeals" such as beauty, health, family,,the good life, etc. can be

successfully utilized in a number of tifferent markets (7). Furthermore it

should be noted that advertising is trying to persuade people to bily produots

that in themselves have culttural connotations. As these "basic appeals" are

translated into specific advertisements they usually reflect an American

version of such desires: "beauty" is translated into buYing Lady Clairol

shampoo, "health" is trAnslated into buying a fancy packaged box.of Kellogg's

dry ce'real, and so on.

A lack of "cultural fit" with regards to advertising is probably most

noticeable in non-Western lesser developed countries. A study of advertising

content ip the Philippines in which nine cultural parameters such as male-.

female ,roles, social class, racial images, etc. were defined and compared to

the corresponding images in advertising content concluded that "...the aaer-

tising portrayals is almost whollY the antithesis of the actual culture." (19)

As could be expected the findings showed that the cultural content of,the

Philippine print-medta advertising reflected more Western notions of the de7

Jined culture/ parameters. 'Thus even when advertising managers profess to be

truly sensitive to a local culture, the entire institution of international'

advertising, the produces.which it sells and its basic consumeriet message

act against the creation of a complementary image of the society in which

it operates.



AA with any rapid economic expansion-erlements of inefficiency and bad

judgments are rampant. While the 1960's were characterized by large number.

of American agencies mak* the_decision to expand overseas, th:e decade of
! a

the 1970's is a period oi consolidation and retrenchment. Mhile the combined

yearly billings of' multiriational agencies continued to increase, many of the

smaller multinational agecies with perhaps two or three offices Overseas

withdrew from the foreign niarket due to the fact that in order to be a success-;

ful multinational, an agency needs offices in almost mll of the important

countries of Europe, Latin America, and the Far East, a requirement that all

but the largest multinationals are prepared to meet. In 1970 Alivertira_NLAiie

listed fifty-eight agencies that had international billings; by 1977 that

number:pad dropped to thirty-six. The very large multinationals like J. Walter

Thompson and-McCann-Erickson will remain and continue to grow. Owing to further

consolidation and mergers, advertising industry representatives forecast that (18)

there will be as few,as eight large multinational agencies handling the toter-

national accounts of multinational clients. While that projection may perhaps

be extreme, it nevertheless points up the fact multinational a encies will..

4
continue to grow as an important form of intdrnational masi communication.

Wbile the bulk of multinational advertising activity is located\in the

developed countries-68% of the combined iotal foreign income of the top three

multinational agencies in 1977 were from their-Operations in Western Europp,

Japan, and Canada- multinational agencies conduct a substantial amount of

business in ihe developing countries of the world. While in the Western '

countries and Japan multinational adrtising operates within the context of
4

/Gan already existing consumer sobiety with high living standards and levels of

consumer Spending and With economic and political stabilitVrelatively assured,

in developing countries multinational agencie4 face an entirely different set

*41
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of problems associated with low levels of consumer spending, unequal income

distribution and economic and political instability- Moreover the social,

economic, and political consequences and effects of multinational advertising,

a very modern aLl sophisticated form of mass persuasion, are far different

than what they are in the developed countries. An examination of the growth

of multinational advertising-in Latin America and a consideration of the

problems and consequences involved with-agency growth and activity in that

,r gion would serve to illustrate some of the issues associated with multi-

national advertising and developing countries.

Historically Latin America has been a very important area of North Ameri-
%

can economic activity and investment. As early as 1870 North American companies

had invested both money and skill at one time or another in every Latin Ameri-

caq country (4, pg. 7): While 1.6,1880 the book value of direct North American

investment amounted to approximately $100 million, by 1897 this amount had

tripled and by 1914 it had grown to $1.7 billion, making the United States

the largest foreign investor in Latin Amrica after Great Britain ($M billion)

(32, pg. 14). The bulk of American investment was in extractive'industries

such as mining (43.5%) and oil (10%) with other laige investments in agri-

culture (18.7%) and railroads (13.7%). Prior to Wrorld War I the majoritY of

these investments.wev4 in Mexico and Cuba, however the War restricted the

flow of European investment capital into'the region, thus providing an oppor2

tunity for North American businesses and capital to Ku/lay enlarge the scope

and extitneof their investments. By 1929 the United States held 40% ($3.5 billion)

of all\foreign investment in Latin America, figure which accounted for approxi-.

mately 412 of total North American world wide investmentS (4, pg. 10). Like-

.

wise in filling the void left by European investors during the War, the.locue

of new North Americah investment shiftted from Central America and the Caribbean.

115).
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to Colombia, Venezuela and South Americ

7
in geriera1. .The Depression 0.1

World War II temporarily haAed the expansion of U.S. investment, but the

decades after World War II $8W a tremendous upsurge with total value of.U.S.

direCt investment growing from $3.1 billion in 1946 to $8.2 billion in 1961

and by 1970 to $12.3 billion (36) pg. 252). Along with.this growth ttlere was a

shift in investment patterns, with much of 'the new capital going into invest-

ments in the Manufacturing sector. In 1945 U.S. investments in Latin American

manufacturing accounted for approximately 14% of North American investment in

the region. By 1966 the manufacturing sector held 31% of all U.St investments A

(36, p. 255). By 1977 with U.S. investments totaling $18.7 billion, invest-

ments in the manufacturing sector totaled $9.3 billion or 50% of total U.S.

investment in the region (33, pg. 28).

The significant aspect of this brief overview of North American economic. T)
-

activity in Latin America is the manner in which the shift in.the nature of

U.S. investments and economic activity reflect the changing needs and nature

of the U.S. economic system as a whole.. Prior to World War I major North

American investments were in agriculture, mining and oil, reflecting the need

on the part of North America for raw materials and agricultural goods. After

World War II manufacturing investment began to become important, reflecting

the need on the part of American business for.new markets and outlets for

profitable capital investments. The rise of multinational corporations after

World War II was a response both to the need for even greater investment

opportunities plus the need to produce.and market consumer and industrial

goods as the major form of economic enterprise.

As the nature of North American activity and investment changed, so also

did.the communicatfon heeds qf American and other foieign interests in Latin

AMerica. -During the period when raw material extraction and agricultural



production were the major forms of foreign"buoiness enterprise'in Latin America,

a significant portion of foreign investmers were in railroads, railroads that

were built to eerVe the need6 of foreign'capital by-linking the major mining

and agricultural production sites to pott facilities. One of`the earliest

uses of radio in Latin America was the radio link built by the United Fruit

Company between Costa Rica and Pandma. With the rise of multinational cor-

porations engaged in manufacturing and'harketing activities in Latin America,

the need quiFkly arose for one of the major necessary communication complements

of such activities, advertising.

Just as there was a tremendous rise in American based multinational in-

vestments in the manufacturing sector in the 1960's, there wes likewise a

vast increase in die investments and,billings of multinational'advertising

i4

agencies. Table 1, based 'on information froM Advertising Age's-annual survey'

of foreign advertising agencies, summarizes the increase both in billings and

in the number of offices established by American multirvitional advertising

agenciRs in Iretin American countries (only the first office opened in each

country is counted). In 1960 there were eighteen offices of multinational

agencies with total billings of approximately $19 million. These figpres

for the mbst part represent the presence of the J. Walter Thompson and McCann-

Erickson agencies, both of which hr stablished offices in Latin America

before World War II. By 1970 there were a total of sixtY-nine multinational

agenty offices with total billings of,approximately $257:5 million, a thirteen

and a half times increase since 1960. By 1977 total multinational agency

billings had increased to $/Z77*Iritlaio'n, an apprOximately 80% increase over

1970 while the number of offices had declined to fifty-liix, thus representing

the continual grOwth of ageney.billings and the consolidation that was'

occurring among.some Offices. Although multinational agencies were active

1
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in every Hispanic country of Latin America except Paraguay, the bulk of theAT
44

buainess was concentrateJ ill Brazil, Venezuela, tie'xico and Argeetina, the onm-
bined total billings of these four,countries comprising approximately 90% of
the total Latin American multinational billinga in 1977. Furthermore among
multinational agencies the bulk of the_billings was concentrated in the larger
agencies. Although there were fifteen multinational agencies operating in
Latin America in 1977, the five largest J. Walter Thompson, -McCann-Erickson,
Kenyon and Eckhardt, -Leo Burnett, and Grey Advertising accounted for'66% of
the total billings and 64% of the total income of multinational agencies..
The two largest agencies J. Walter Thompson and ticCann-Erickson together ac-

t

L

counted tor 40X of the toxal biliinga

I
and 39% of the totaI-income of Latin

American multinational agencies.
.

While the overall billings of American
mi1Utinational agencies in Latin

America have grown steadily through the years, the billitrs of individual
countries sometimes have experienced periods of decline. While this is
generally due to devaluations of the local currency (such as in Ilexico in
19)6), which reduce the dollar amount of the reported billings, other factors41004%.
often play an important role in the significant fluctuation of imatinational
agency billings. For example in Nexico the subsidiary of the' iitultinational
agency Needham Harper and Steers, Romero Needham S.A., had billings of $8.4
million in 1975. However in 1976 the president of the subaidiary, a Mextean
Who had earlier merged his own agency with Needham.to form the subbidiary,
resigned and again set up .114s own agency, taking with him from Needham all of
the key e*ecutives and 75% of the subsidiary's biliings. Faced with this
situation Needham closed down its Mexican,office (21).

Often more important however are the economic and political conditions_of
the various countries which affect the local advertising businesp. For exaMple

40

4
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multinational ageny billings during the Allende government in Chile declined

drastically from $9 million in 1970 to $.4 million in 1974. Due to the un-

favorable political and economic envitonment, the countries two largest multi

national agencies McCann Erickson and J. Walter Thompson (whose cbmbined 1970

biliings totaled $7.1 million) closed 'their Chilean offices. In 1975 after the

military *coup replaced Allende, J. Walter Thompson opened its Chilean office

and by 1977 it nported idllings of $6.7 million. In addition its public

elations.unit hed taken an assignment from the Chilean militsry junta of im-

proving the junta's world wide image (15).
-

Multinational advertising agency billings in Argentina declined precipitously

from $41:7 million.im 1970 to $12.6 Million in 1975. This deline wasedue to

fa.

a number of factors such as the high rate ok inflation in Argentina during

4
those years, a series of currency devaluations, an unstable climate for foreign

investment and legislation passed during the brief Campora *government limiting

the amount of ownership a multinational advertising agency could hold in

agencies in Argentina. However the March 1976 coup brought into a power a

government committed to taking strong measures to improve the economic climate"

for foreign investment (16). In May 1976, in his first-public appearance

since the March coup, Jonta President Jorge Rafael Videla addressed the 25th

World Congress of the International Advertising AssoCiation being held in

Buenos Aires. Centeking on the need for self-regulation within the advertising

profession, he cotpared the advertising profession to the development of govern-

ment, noting that "there is n6 democracy without freedom. But without responsi-

bility, there is nothing, only disorder and chaos." (1) By 1977 multinatitnal

agency billings tad climbed to $44.6 million. Similarly as in Chile, the Argentine

government engaged Burson M4rsteller, the public reAations unit of the large
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multinational advertising agency Marsteller Inc., to Undertake a world wide

campaign to improve the tmage of the government (13).

While it is possible to get a definite picture of the growth and size of

American based coiltinational advertising agencies in Latin America, it is more

difficult to place their activities in the perspective of the total Latin

American advertising agency business. In most of the latin American countries

locally owned and operated advertising agencies, some of them quite large, do

a fair amount of business. Unfortunately there are no reliable figures re-
,

porting the total amount of advertising agency billings (both multinational

and 16cal agencies) in any one country. A rough comparison however can be

made based on the agncy billings reported in Advertisina Age's annual survey

of foreitn agencies. While these listings are by no means complete, they have

become in recent yeais a reliable guide to the largest and most important

agencies in each country. 2
Overall 1977 Latin American agency billings.totaled

$666.8 million, of which multinational agency billings comvised $462.7 million

(67%) and local agency billings $224.1.million (33%)3 In that year total

incomlof all Latin American agencies'amounted to $122.6 million 4f which

multinational agency income comPrised $76 million (64%) and local agency in-

come $44.6 million (36%). In looking at the figures for the four countries

where the bulk of the multinational agenqy investment and bpsiness is located,

Argentina, Brazil, Mexico and Venezuela (Table g), multinational agencies

account for more than half tpe billings and income in each,of these four

countries. Multinational agency share of billings and income is lowest in

Mexico (S4% and 55% respectively) and highest in Venezuela (94% and 93%

respectively).

-While a listing and .Comparison of billings may give a general idea of

the degree to which multinational agencies dominate advertising in Latin



TABLE 2

MULTINATIONAL AND DOMESTIC AGENCY BILLINGS AND INCOME IWARGENTINA
BRAZIL, MEXICO, AND VENEZUELA, 1974, (US $000,000)*

Argentina Brazil

Multinationig
Agency
Billings 44.6 (72%) 239.0 (64%)

0

Domestic Agency
Billings 17.6 (281) 131.9 (36%

TotakAgency
Billings 62.2 (100%) 370.8 00%)

Multinational
Agency In6ome 7.1 (76%) %)

Domestic Agency
Incomu 2.3 (24%) ^ 31. (42%)

Total Agency
Income 9.3 II%) (1002 1

Because of rounding, co

17

tiextc9 Vgnezuela

.62.5 (54%) 69,8 (94%)

52.4 (46%) 4.7 (6%)

115.0 (100%) 74.5 (1002)

9.3 (552) 10.7 (93%)

7.6 (45I .8 (7%)

16.9 002) 11.5 (100%)

res do not necessarily total.

. e
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America, this /says little about the effect of these agencies on the whole of

national advertising. BecaUse of their high level of creative sophistication

and innovation, multinational agencies more or less set the criteria by which

all advertising production and services in a country are measured. Not only

Must Lean American national agencies provide the services multinational agen-

cies provide such ae marketing and audience research, they must also reproduce

the quality and style of multinational ildvertising-in drder to remain com-,

phtitive. Geraldo Alonson in explaining why his agency Norton, one of the

biggest national Brazilian agencies, was becoming part of International Needham

Univas noted, "It is ithportant to establish an international connection with

an American agency. It's not reasonable for us to keep our position in Brazil

without knowledge from the U.S." (2) Another very important way in which ,

multinational agencies affect national advertising practices is through their

dominance of national and regional advertising associations. .Often multi-

national agencies are the driving force behind the creatikl of such associa-

tions and set the criteria for agency accreditation.
4

Thus the effect of

Multinational in Latin America goes far beyond their dominance in

billings. In very real sense through the transference of skills, practiceS

and outlooks, t hape the style, method and purposeiof all Latin American

advertising.

While much of the products advertised by multinational agencies are aimed

at the relatively small.upper and middle classes of Latin American countries,

there has been a great deal of interest in reteht years to advertise and

market goods aimed at lower -lowest income groupa who make up ,the majority of

the popylation in most Latin American countries. While these sectors live in

poverty their aggregate disposable income makes them an attractive market for

low priced.goods and appliances. Reviewing a report of the Peruvian Ministry

19
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of Labor concerniqg the slums of the cities of Peru, the laysTILT!Itiltqclyjak

noted "...established conventiftil retailers have so far tended to'decry the

;

existence of such shanty townk, or ignored them altogether, ATMS is probably

a mistake, because residents of shanty towns have relatively low housing

costs, they can therefore spend most of their income od food, home appliances,

add\textiles. This is exactly what the report shows:' 114Ma slums are vastly

uRderstored. Consumers are eagerly waiting for,an olppoiunity to turn-their

.4
respectable amounts of discretionary income into mass produced and mass die-

tributed goods and seritces." (27)

--
The introduction a inItallment purchasing in ma0y larger cities of Latin

America has greatly facilitated the sales of applian4k, especially televi-
r

sions among ale large segmente of the urban poor. Amrketing study dorie in
J.-

Sao Paulo, Brazil showed that 67% of the maqet con4kted of persons with

less than $500 annual_per capita income and roughlT05% of their purchases of

appliances and televisions were financed through inatallment credit (5).

Packaged food products and soft drinks are other prOducts that are heavily

advertised among the lower income'segments of the poillation. American brands

of soft drinks have replaced.domestic brands (whichwere often of higher nutri-

tional value), as the most popular drinks. In Mexi0 American brandS'control

about 75% of the soft drink market with Coca Cola alOpe supplying app. 42%,

In BAzil which had a strong domestic soft drink dark t that was based on the

country's large nge crop, Coca-Cola and Pepsi have 'Ilready captured 40%

,

esee tremendous future growth (17, pp. 113-114).of the market an

Questions aboUt the overall effeces of multinationaragh:rWising on the
.

cultures of Latin America are difficult to frame, much leas-answer.
5

One

c l&perhaps envision the creation of an international conakmqion community-)
1

(28), consisting'Of aegmvnts of the population, mostly upper and upper middle

, 0
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classea, of each country who regularly consume similar products according, to

the promptings of similar advertisements. Members of such communities would

have more in common in terms of consumption preferences and cultural Ferspec7

tives with similar consumers in other nations than vitt; their fellow country-

people of a different class, thus contributing to a process of national dis-
1

integration. On the other hand one-perhaps could see the effects of the

activities of multinational agencies as contributing tbward a general process

of cultural homogenization (24, 25) that would destroy a country'slicapability
\

of producing and maintaining viable and meaningful natioital culture and 'would

reflect si country16 incorporation into the intiernational system of dominaOce

And ,dependence. 6

/ *

r -

While the overall effects of advertising on national cultures la an Issue

that reAlres mdch further research and discussion, the role of advertising

in shaping modern mass communication systems in Latin America, particularly

broadcasting, is much more clear and defined. Along with North Americanmulti-

national corporations both North American ,advertising and broadcasting corpora-
,

tions were attracted to the'Latin American market. In the 1930's both NBC and

CBS began developing programs for shortwave brpadcasting and local atation

rebroadcasting in Latin America with the hope of creati4 a Latin American

radio network of affiliatefl stations on which time could be sold to major

North American corporatio4 who were doing business in Latin 'America (6).

Up until 1939 however FCC regulations.prohibited commercial shortwave'broad-

casting and both networks devoted their:efforts to non-commercial broadcasting

A
of popular American radio programa such as the "Ford Sunday Evening Hour,"

"hmerican School of the Air," "Calvacade of America,". and broadcasts of the

New York Philharmonic, thus building the organizational aspects of a Latin

"Immirican Network plus an audien&e: In.1939 the'FCC Changed.its rules

21
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probibiting commercials and both networks.began to sell time to American ad-

vertisers. NBC presented one of the most akccessful of these early programs

in February 1940 when it broadcasted the Joe Louis-Arturo Godoy heavyweight

fight sponsored by Standard Oil of New Jersey:

However World War 11 stopped any further development of this commercial

broadcasting and the U.S. government gradually came to dominate the programming

to these Latin American networks as part of an effoxt to counter Axis propa-

ganda in South America. This led to government dominance Of the international

airwaves after World War II and most of the international programming eventually

ended up in th, hands of lichee of America. The two ijor n works did not

contest this transition to government dominance after e war 8 it was then

evident that with the advent of television, most of their effort and capital

would have to go into developing television broadcasting and programming in

the U.S. Nevertheless ttie efforts of NBC and CBS in trying to organize com-

mercial networks in Latin America on which

?
ey could sell time to Americiin

advertisers prefigures similar efforts twenty-five years later with regards

to television.

Although televiaion.was developed in Latin America mostly by local

Anitiative and capital, of the major networks it.was ABC which took the

greatest interest by giving technical assistance to many of'the new developing

stations. ABC likewise -began early experimentation with Latin American pro-

gramming with the production of the show "Meet the Professor" (in Spanish),

but ran into conflicts with their customer stations concerning the qationality

of the professor as each eountry imnted the professor to be of its own

nationality; the program was'soon dropped. Also at this time (the early

A

1950's) ABC entered into association with private interests in Mexico for'the

production of soap operas for Mexican television (11, pp. 13-14).

2.2
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Although both HBC and CBS had earlier experience in Latin American i.road-

-casiting with their raciio networks, ABC took the greatest initiative and action

in trying,to develop a Latin Amerlcan networic of stations. This was primarily

due to the fa4 that 4BC was in the weakest position with regards to U.S. net-

work television and saw a profitable opportunity in overseas expansion. NBC

and CBS, along with Time-Lifer-inc. later in the 1960's attempted expansion

into Latii American bro Jilting, but this proved to be-unprofitable and they

later wlthdrew althougn both networks still maintain interests a number of

production companies.

In 1960 ABC invested in five Central American televiaion stations, one
i

from each of the five Central American Countriea, *and formed the Central Ameri-

can TeleVision Network (CATVN). However equity investment was not the main

thrust or goal of ABC's efforts as the network was more interested aeon-

structing a network of closely affiliated stations to whom it could sell its

own programs. ABC provided anancial suPport, technical and administrative

services, personnel training, a program buying system, and,also acted as the

stations sales representative. Advertising sales for CATVN were centralized

through ABC International with the hope of selling advertising time.on a bloc

basis to Arrican companies doing business in Latin America. Later in 1968

ABC formed the LATINO network which included affiliated stations in Venezuela,.

Ectiador, Uruguay, Argentina', Chile, and Mexico with the same type of centralized

sales system. ABC thud attempted to centralize three essential and profitable

tasks; program buying, sales'representation, and network planning. The way

this worked, according to one account was that "...ABC (could)iiell Batman

to an advertiser and then place Batman along with designated commercials in

any (ABC) Worldvision country where the advertiser wants it to appear."

(30,, pg. .) In effect ABC was attempting e6 create a centralized world ;Ade
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advertiaiA network, which conflicted with what multinational agencies were

trying to do. As one report in Television (1966) noted '...ABC's approach ts

the reverse of what the agencies are doing. ABC is attempting to create a

single world-wide medium that an international advertiser can buy in a cen-

tralized way, while advertising agencies are attempting co spread their services

around to bring them Closer to the variety of media around the world. Both,

howe:ter, are banking on the existence of a sizable group of international

companies with marketing plans that cover large portions of the globe."

(36, pg. 61)

In this conflict between ABC's centralized advertising system and the

multinational agencies decentralized system of advertising, it Was the methods

:of the multinationals that finally prevailed as the branch offices were able
. -

to offer more carefulNOnsideration and planning in-tailoring the ads of their

,multinational clients to specific markets. Eventually ABC withdrew.from the

function of a centralized.sales representative although it is still active in

program selling and maintains.an interest in a number of prodgction companies.

r-
Although the major networks did not initiate or totally develop Latin American

radio or television, they had a significant influence on their development as

iprimarily commercial media. It was the profitable opportunity df selling

American programs to Latin American station1s and advertising to multinational

!corporations, that prompted American networks in their expansion into Latin

America; and although their hopes of creating a centraized Latin.American

broadcasting system did not materialize, their efforts did have a crucial

effect on the manner in which Latin. American te

!)

evision developed.

Today advertising, shaped atod encouraged by Multinational advertising
. _

.

agencies is a very important part of the Latin American communication system.

It was the demands of advertising, particularly th>avertising of 'multinational
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corporatiOns that shaped the commercial development of-tolevision in Latin

America. The overwhelming majority of Latin American radio and television

stations, botfi private and government owned are financed through advertising

.-revenue (31Y. The advanced and sophisticated Latin American multinational
/s

agencies noe the major uttlizers of hroadcast.advertising, expending on the

average of 65% of their advertising budget in 1977 on radio and televiSion

advertising with some agencies as much as 90%. Together with local broadcasting

station owners and multinational corporate advertisers, multinatiOnal agencies

form a tight and powerful interest group that make' ahy attempt to alter the

existing structure of the Latin American mass media in line with more genera-1

social or cultural goals problematic.

4
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1. Unless otherwise indicated, data 'on agency hillin4e and Income have been

compiled from Advertising Age's-annual survey of domestic and international

agencies which is reported in the annual Intergational Agency and Domestic

, Agency issues of Advertising Age for the years selected.

2. In 1972 there were approximately 28,000 advertising agencies in the United

States. 96% of these agencies reported billings of.under $1 million each

and accounted for 242 of total billings. Twenty-five agencies, with billings

over $1A million each, accounted for 47% of total billings and almost 18%

of total employment (34, pg. A-16).

3. Excluding Uruguay whose local agencies reported only incOme. Furthermore

euch figures do not seem reliable.

4, At the Th World Congress of the International Advertising Association (IAA)

noted above, representatives of 'Latin American advertising agencies created

a Latin American Secretariat within the IAA to assist the development of tbe

advertising profession. in Latin America. Heading the new Secretariat was

\
Mauro Salles, president of the Brazilian agency Mauro Salles/Inter-Americana

Fublicidade, a branch of the multinational agency Kenyon and Eckhardt (3).

5. As noted by Salinas (24), mass communication research concerning the questions

of international communication imbalances have ir t to successfully address the

issues involved in the effects of ouch imbalances on the national cultures of
,e

developing countries. For a discussion and tentative formulation of such

issues see Salinas (24), Salinas and Palddn (25), Schiller (26) and Sunkel

and Fuenralida (28).
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6. The assumed effect of advertising and consumption on mutinE or supplanting

political or lipial unrest

executives. In Brazil for

does not go unnoticed among some advertising agency

example, where an authoritarian government has been

in power since 1964 and where 64% of the population is under twenty-five,

Pepsi-Cola, ih challenging the dominance of Coca-Cola in the soft drink market,

titilized a strategy that would make consumption/a pseudo-politiCal act. The

Mauro Salles/InterrAnericana agency, a branch of Kenyon and Eckhardt, which

handled the Pepsi account.adapted the standard "Pepsi Generation" theme, but

with.one significant change: in Brazil it was the "Pepsi Revolution."

Explainecrthe agency executive who haneed the account, "In this country the

youth don't have'protest channels; the present generation didn't receive any

political or social education. It is protest through consumption. The teen-

tiger' Changes from the old fashion Coca-Cola and adapts Pepsi, the Pepsi with

the'young and new image, and he is happy, because he is young and young

people drink Pepsi." (17, pg. 122).

27
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